MAINSTON

ACCES YOUR ACCOUNT …
LOG IN TO THE WORLD OF MAINSTON
and experience the financial solutions of the future.

JOIN NOW

The solutions of the future powered
by a new-age cryptocurrency at its
core.
The Mainston Cryptocurrency
STON is our decentralized, open, public, transparent, neutral,
censorship-resistant, borderless cryptocurrency with a
permanently fixed and limited supply that powers Mainston’s
leading blockchain solutions and global ecosystems.

Globalizing Empowerment
Enter the crypto world with a complete solution for all your
needs.

Cryptocurrency with Stability
Secure your future with the Mainston coin developed to empower
individuals through the blockchain technology.

Cryptocurrency
A stable, transparent and autonomous utility token for global
adoption.

The cryptocurrency to build a better tomorrow
Unlock the power of low-cost and cross-border financial
transactions.

Cryptocurrency with Stability
Secure your future with the Mainston coin developed to empower
individuals through the blockchain technology.

Blockchain on Ethereum
The Mainston blockchain is based on smart contracts which
permit trusted, transparent and secure transactions.

Real-Time Transactions
Blockchain smart contracts is the new financial rail that
clears and settles cross-border payments in near real-time.

Proven Blockchain
By building on top of an existing and proven blockchain, we
can ensure the reliability and security of the network.

Affordable Fee Structure
Our blockchain replaces costly transactions with an affordable
fee structure to bring greater financial opportunity to all.

Decentralization
The Mainston philosophy for a user-centric ecosystem.
The Mainston coin will be a cryptocurrency supported by a
truly decentralized, one hundred percent transparent, and
global contracting blockchain that can be adapted and scaled
up to handle a large variety of businesses looking to
negotiate contracts for the benefit of all parties involved.
All of this would get facilitated by one of the safest and
most secure digital transacting environments the crypto world
has ever seen.

Blockchain Technology
Trust and transparency through the blockchain.
Blockchain consists of a continuously growing list of records,
grouped in “blocks”, which are connected using cryptography
and together form a digital ledger. If a blockchain is used in
the form of a distributed ledger, a blockchain can be managed
by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol
for Mainston validating new blocks, which, once recorded, can
no longer be altered or revoked.
This consensus-based mechanism built into blockchain removes
the need for intermediaries and central authorities to run the
system, thereby allowing two parties who do not know or trust
each other to transact with one another.

Vote for Change
Mainston’s voting system allows holders of STON to have a say
in the governance of their cryptocurrency and its surrounding
ecosystem.

Vote For Change
One of the first community-powered ecosystems to change the
future as one.

Community STON Holders Have a Voice
A governance system that empowers its community to make
consensus changes.

Vote for Change
Mainston’s voting system allows holders of STON to have a say
in the governance of their cryptocurrency and its surrounding
ecosystem.

Adaptable Coin
These systems make STON adaptable, allowing it to evolve
according to the will of the STON holders, and incorporate new
technology over the long run.

Rewards for Voting
STON holders who participate in Mainston’s decision – making
are rewarded for their efforts.

Consensus Approved
Changes within the blockchain only happen if and when 75% of
the community has approved that change.

Voting Powers
Voting powers will be available to anyone who owns the
Mainston coin (STON), no matter how small or big his or her
stake is.

Consensus Rule Changes
A truly distributed consensus on the blockchain.
Staying true to our vision, our cryptocurrency can be adapted
and can evolve through our voting system according to the will
of the STON holders. Our goal is to give our community a voice
to bring about real change to the future of the Mainston coin
(STON) and its surrounding ecosystem through a truly
distributed consensus on the blockchain.

Secure Custody Wallets
Mainston provides secure custody wallets for its global
community to send and receive cryptocurrencies (such as
Bitcoin, Ethereum, STON, and any other ERC-20 Tokens).

Custody Wallet Solution
Get complete control of your own Mainston crypto wallet.

Send and receive cryptocurrency worldwide
A secure and easy-to-use custody wallet solution to manage
your cryptocurrency.

Secure Custody Wallets
Mainston provides secure custody wallets for its global
community to send and receive cryptocurrencies (such as
Bitcoin, Ethereum, STON, and any other ERC-20 Tokens).

No Setup Required
With the power of Mainston’s easy-to-use Crypto solutions, you
do not need to install or manage any additional software to
get up and running using our services.

External Audit
Specialized in
based Certik
decentralized
certifying the

By Security Experts
building secure blockchain infrastructure, U.S.
has diligently audited our Ethereum-based
STON cryptocurrency token smart contract,
highest industry standards.

Private Keys
All private keys are generated and stored within a Hardware
Security Module (HSM) certified by FIPS 140-2 (US-governmental
and banking standard). Private keys in the HSM are not visible
to Mainston and are non-exportable. Our security partners hold
licences following financial regulations and are supervised by
the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin).

Transparent Transaction Fees
Pay only the blockchain network fee. Mainston does not charge
additional fees for making transactions via users’ chosen
cryptocurrency, and users have the option to decide on
transaction speed.

Transaction Security
Transactions require additional confirmation from your side by
utilizing a two-factor authentication (2FA) method such as a
one-time code (Google Authenticator or Authy).

What We Offer
The crypto-blockchain solutions of tomorrow.
Mainston provides a spectrum of solutions with secured custody
crypto wallets and a stable and decentralized cryptocurrency
(STON) at its core that is governed directly by its voting
community.
Send and receive cryptocurrency through our leading cryptoblockchain solutions that offer everything you need to secure
your own personal wallet starting today.

A Global Movement
Leading the revolution to bring lasting change.
On a global scale, millions of people do not have access to a
wide range of financial capabilities to manage or transfer
funds and are locked out from society’s monetary system. Our
solution is simple. To give power back to the people through a
complete world of decentralized
cryptocurrency solutions.
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